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LISTOR FIGUIRES

Figure 2.1 Drawing of the experimental tube

Figure 2.2 Photograph of the experimental tube

Figure 3.1 Schematic drawing of the active structures.

(a) Periodic quadrupole (b) Two-dimen-

sional structure (c) Structure producing

a field of rotational syrnmetry (a) Straight

quadrupole

Figure 32 Schematic drawing of the passive structulres.
(a) Periodic quadrupoie (b) Two-dimen-
sional structure (c) Structure producing
a field of rotational sytmetry

Figure 5.1 Plot showing exper'imental electronic gain

as a function of pump Omplitude for a

periodic quadrupole amplifier. The curves
refer to different lengths of the pump
structure, two, three, four and five, res-

pectively
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EXPERIMETS WITH MAGLETOSTATIC PUMPIhO OF TRAILSVERSE
ELECTRO BEAM WAVES

The report describes an experimetta1 tube designed
to investigate magnetostatic pumping of cyclotron and
synchronous waves on al electron beam. The tube con-
sists essentially of an input coupler and an Output
coupler, separated by a long drift tube, which is
part of the vacuum envelope. The magnetostatic
Structures are mounted On the drift tube, external
to the vacuum system, and they are therefore readily
interchangeable.

Various structures are described, the experimenta
program is discussed, aad sOme results are presented.
Unexpectedly high current interception foiled many
of the experiments. The beam expansion avd inter
ception appeared to be much larger than predicted by
theory, ard the mechanism behind it is not fully
understood.

INTRODUCTI-ON

The current interest in transverse-wave, electron beam devices

originated from the successful experimertal work by Adler,

Hrbek and Wade, resulting in the low noise cyclotron-wave

parametric amplifier (1). Initiated by the experiment, theo-

retical investigations of transverse electron-beam waves have
been carried out, revealing a previously unexplored area in,

the. field of interactio between electron beams and electro-

magnetic fields. In some respects the transverse waves are

analogous to the longitudinal waves and supplementing these,

but they also introduce a number of interaction mechanisms

which have no equivalence in lonrgitudinal waves.. The theory

of transverse interaction is far from complete, but 1t has

been brought to a state where it predicts the fundamental

propertIes of the various interaction schemes. However, the

theoretical work has not been followed up by experiments, and

possible advantages of transverse modulation as compared to



longitudinal modulation are far from being utilized in pra-

tical devices.

The present report deals with an expbrimettal investigation

of some of the transverse interaction schemesi The work was

intended as an experimental -compArison of dic-pum p structures

appropriate for amplification, and evaluation of sme of the

more practical properties, such as maximum gain, noise per-
form&nce, and effiency. The experimental plan also included

testing of some fundamental phenomena predicted by theory.

An extensive investigation of these character1istics required

a flexible experimental system, with interchangeable struc-

tures. it was decided to make a sealed-off tube and to have

the structures external to the vacuum system. This design

facilitates mechanical modifications of the structures, and

assures that all comparative investigations are performed

with identical electron gun and focusing system. Technolo-

gically, the. design can be realized in two different ways:

the vacuum envelope can be made of a dielectric, allowing

all kinds of electromagnetic fields tb penetrate, or it can

be made Of a metal, restricting the investigation to magneto-

static structures. The former technique requires some means

for avoiding electrostatic charges to accumulate onl the di-

electric walls. This problem. of course does not appear if

metallic walls are used, as In the experiments reported here.

Even if this aflws only magnetostatic s-ructures to be

tested, a large number of experiments can be performed.

2 TUB-DEIG

Figures 2.1 and 2.2 show a drawing and a photograph of the

tube, respectively

Basically, the tube consists of an electron gun, On input

coupler for excitation of a transverse wave, a metallic drift

tube with the external magnetostatic structures- an output

coupler for extraction of the amplified wave, and a co!!ec-

tor.



The simple Cuccia-coupler was chosen as the coupling elemefit.
The coupler consists of two parallel plates, and couples al-

most exclusively to the fast cyclotron wove (2). The parallel
plates are made resonant at 600 Mc/s by means of a coil.

A coaxial line is tapped to the coil, the tuniv.g and coupling
being fixed,. The. transmission line is matched to the couplers
by means of exter'nal tu-ner. The coupler plates are mounted
on four sapphire rods in a copper hOusing. The t.'O coupler

housings are connected by a oopper-plated m'olybderim drift
tube with the couplers located perpefldlcular to each other.
The- wall of the drift tube is made Ahin, thus permittiTg the

magnetostatic structures to be mounted close to the electron

beam,

The gun is mounted on a socket attached to the tube by a de-
mountable copper gasket seal. This was done in order to faci

litate modificatiors of. the gun, and to test the pump struc-
tures with different guns. in all experiments performed so

far only one gun has been used It employs a L-cathode with

a diameter of 3 mm. The first anode has a 0.8 mm aperture.

The gun has three anodes, and the end-plate of the input
coupler housing serves as a fourth atode. This plate and the

far end-plato of the output coupler housing are made of kovar,
thus shielding the cathode and the collector from the magne-
tic field.

The. tube is mounted in a solenoid producing the longitudinal
magnetic field. The external steel pole-pieces are connected

to the kovar end-plates of the tube. The direction of the
magretic.field near -the end plate-s can be adjusted slightly

by tilting the external pole-pieces.

The primary mechanical parameters of the tube are given be-

low.



mm

Cathode diameter 3
Aperture, first anode 0.8

second ' 1, 2

third " 0.8
fourth " 1.0

Spacing betweer cathode and first anode 0.35
Spacirg betweer anodes 0.50

Thickness of anodes 0.25

Inner length of coupler housing 30

innar diameter " " 35
Length of coupler plates 20
Width° " " 7
Spacing between " 3
inner diameter of drift tube 2.6

Outer " " .5
Length of drift tube 59
Spacing between coupler housings 53

Aperture, second kovar disc 3

The electrical characteristics of the couplers are given

below:

Input coupler Output coupler

Resonant frequency 607 Mc/s 608 mc/s

Rsh/Q 130- 125.n.

Unloaded Q 379 4OO

Coupling factor p 6.66 5.95

STRUCTURES

3.1 Amplifying structures

The transverse waves o an electr beam can be amplified -in

suitable magnetostatic structures (3,4-,5). The structures

can be classified according to the waves which are amplified,

cyc!otrcn waves, synchronous waves, or both, The structures

investigated are the following:
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Structure Periodicity Amplified waves

Periodic quadrupole K/2 Cyclotron
C

Two-dimensional structure X6/2 Cyclotron

Straight quadrupole Synchronous
Cylindrical structure Cyclotron and

synchronous

Since the Cuccis coupler excites only a fast cyclotron wave,

the straight quadrupole structure can not e used in connec-

tion with this coupler. However, structures exist which

convert cyclotron waves to synchronous waves, and vice versa.
In combination with this type of structure, the Cuccia coupler

is virtually a synchronous wave coupler, and can be used for

investigation of synchronous wave amplification in the

straight quadrupole.

3.2 Converting s-truc-tnres

Two different structures for conversion between cyclotron and

synchronous waves have been described. One is a periodic

quadrupole of periodicity equal to the cyclotron wavelength
(3,5). If the product of the field amplitude and the struc-

ture length is correct, a cyclotron wave is completely con-

verted into a synchronous wave, and vice versa. This scheme

has been shown to operate successfully with electric quadru-

poles (6), end in principle a magnetic quadrupole should be

equivalent (3).

The second method for converting cyclotron waves into synchron-

ous waves makes use of a magnetic field reversal (4,7). If

the longitudinal magnetic field is reversed within a small

fraction of a cyclotron wavelength the conversion is complete.

In practfce, however, the reversal takes place over a longer

region, and the conversion is not complete. Therefore, this

scheme is not suited for experiments requiring pure synchron-

ous wave excitation. On the other hand, the scheme has seve-

ral advantages for practical applications, because of its
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simplicity and the fact that the conversion takes place over

a relatively short region. The latter point is of particular
importance for large-signal operation, and the scheme may

find applications in high-efficiency tubes.

3.3 Structur)edsizn

The magnetostatic fields required for the interaction schemes

described in Sections 3.1 and 3.2 can be produced in three
fundamentally different ways, either by using separate coils
With magnetic polepieces arranged in the proper pattern, or

by introducing pieces of ferromagnetic materiali, perturbing
the homogeneous magnetic field, or by using permanent magnets.

Only the two former methods are used in the present experi-

ments. The first method will be referred to as active, the

second as passivem

3.3.1 Active structures

The greatest flexibility in adjusting the pump amplitude is

obtained by using properly arranged coils to produce the mag-

netostatic fields. Sufficiently strong periodic magnetic

fields can not be obtained without introducing magnetic pole-

pieces. The presence of the polepieces will also perturb

the homogeneous longitudinal field. This latter effect is

utilized in the passive structures to be described in the

next section, but in the present case it is an undesired ef-

fect which should be kept down to a minimum. The undesired

perturbation depends mainly on the thickness of the polepie

ces, which should be small. Since the pump amplitude is limi-

ted by the flux through the polepieces, their minimum thick-

ness depends on the saturation flux density of the material,

which should be as high as possible.

It should be noted that the periodicity of the field due to

the perturbation of the homogeneous magnetic field is half

that of the active field, and therefore constitutes a second

harmonic component of the actual pump field. The second



harmonic would be expected to have very little, effect on the
beam waves. Nevertheless, the presence of the polepieces
appeared t-o be the main reason why some of the experiments
were unsuccessful.

Four active structures were built and testedi They ere shown
schematically in Figure 3.1, Those parts of the figures
shown by solid lines represent flat steel polepiedes of
0.53 mm thickness, equally spaced along the drift tube,

which is shown as a block circle. The dotted lines represent

polepieces placed between the solid~line set. The coils
indicated in the figures produce the magnetic pump field.
The current in the coils will be referred to as "pump current".

3.3.2 Passive structures

The passive structures onsist of piedes of ferromagnetic
material producing the pump field by perturbing the homogene-

ous longitudinal field. The passive structures are mechanic-
ally much simpler than the active structures and they can

easily be changed or rodified. The pump amplitude, the struc-
ture length, and the periodicity can be varied by changing
the geometry of the structure. However, the pump amplitude

can not be varied continuously or electronically, which is
the major disanvantage of the passive structures. Figure 3.2

shows the basic configurations of the passive structures. All
parts are n'ade 1 mm long, and identical pieces of nonmagne-
tic material are used as spacers. By stacking magnetic and
nonmagnetic pieces in various sequences, the periodicity and

amount of perturbation can be varied in steps.

4 EXPERIME1TAL PROGRAM

4.1 Introduction

Due to unexpected difficulties some of the planned experi-

ments could not be performed, end others were not successful.
Therefore, it seems ap-ropriate first to give a brief des-
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cription of the experiments as they were planned, and to

discuss the experimental results in a separate section.

4.2 %~mnarzisonof an~inifvif stru-tu-es

The first experiments were aimed at a comparison of the pump

schemes described in Section 3.1, with respect to the follow-

ing properties;

a) Maximum gain

b) Noise figure

c) Efficiency

The maximum gain of transverse wave amplifiers is limited

mainly by expansion of the beam in the pump field. The rate

of expansion depends on the details of the electron gun, the

type of pump field, and the pump amplitude. Using a simpli-

fied model, the expansion can be calculated, but many of the

assumptions are rather dubious, and most experiments seem to

indicate that beam expansion is more serious than expected

from theory.

For each structure the experiments aimed at measuring the

maximum gain for a given structure length, and in particular,

determine the length which resulted in maximum gain.

A proper design of the gun is of primary importance for high

gain amplifiers. However, development of a suitable gun was
considered beyond the scope of the present work.

Different schemes have been proposed to reduce the noise in

transverse wave amplifiers (8,9,10). They all require a spe-

cial design of the gun and focusing system, The gun used in

the present tube was not designed according to these prin-

ciples. Still, measurement of the noise figure for the vari-

ous amplifying structures was considered to be valuable.

Some adjustment of the four anode voltages could be performed

to optimize the noise performance,
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Very little information exist on the effiency of transverse

wave tubes. All calculations are based on very simplified and

unrealistic assumptions. It appears that, ideally, there may

be some possibility of obtaining high effie-ncy using depressed

collector potential. An experimental investigation of the

effiency of the various operating conditi'ons is therefore of

great importance.

4-.3 1 Flyesti 6tiofts-oft ovr t if --struldture S

The structures described in Section 3.2 have not been

throroughly investigated experimeftally. The planned experi-

ments included an investigatioin of the operation of these

structures under various conditions. For the periodic quadru-

pole structure the experiment involved measurement of the op-

timum beam velocity for interaction, and the requirod pump

amplitude for complete conversion of cyclotron waves into

synchronous waves. These results can be correlated with the

investigation of the same quadrupole used as an amplifying

structure, at a beam velocity twice that required for con-

version. Further, both types of converting structures, the

quadrupole and the magnetic field reversal, should be tested

in order to determine the degree of conversion, the effect on

the beam focusing, and operation under large-signal condi-

tions.

4.4 Cyclotron-synchronous wave coupling in amcLifiers

in an amplifying structure of rotational symmetry the basic

coupling takes place between a cyclotron wove and a synchron-
ous wave, causing growth of both waves. in the other ampli-

fying structures, such as the quadrupole, the cyclotron-syn-

chronous wave coupling is much w eaker, but still it is of
great importance, particularly in low noise amplifiers. This

coupling can be investigated by using two cascaded structures.

The first structure converts the cyclotron wave originating

in the Cuccia coupler into a synchronous wave. The second

structure is the amplifving structure to be examined. The
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output Cuccia coupler extracts the cyclotron wave which ori-
ginates in the amplifier, Of course, the two structures can
also be applied in opposite succession, in order to investi-

gate the synchronous wave output from an amplifier with a

cyclotron wave input.

4.5 Me-a-sure-mten-tof-beam noise

The amount of fast cyclotron wave noise carried by the beam

can be determined by measuring the noise power extracted by a
matched Cuceia coupler. if the input coupler is shorted, the
output coupler can be used for the measurements. By applying
a periodic quadrupole on the drift tube, and operating it as
a cyclotrofn-synchronous wave converter, the noise on the po-
sitive energy synchronous wave can also be measured. More-

over, with a pump tmplitude less than the value required fcr
complete conversion, the output cyclotron wave amplitude is a
linear combination of the input cyclotron wave and synchron-
ous wave. Hence, the correlation betwcen cyclotron waves and
synchronous waves c-an be calculated from the output power.

These quantities, namely the cyclotron wave noise power, the
synchronous wave noise power and the correlation between the
two, yield valuable information about the basic mechanism of
noise generation and transformation in the gun region and the

drift tube.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

5.1 Investigation of the tube without numv field

Before starting the investigation of the various pump struc-
tures it was necessary to determine the characteristics of
the Cuccia couplers, by measuring the electronic admittene
of the couplers under various operating conditions and the
RF-attenuation between the input and output transmission lines.
The results were compared with theory, and in general the
agreement was very good, However, under certain circumstan-
ces gain was observed The investigation of this effect has



been reported iti another Technical Note, and only a few addi-
tionl facts shall1 be given here (i4)1

it was observed that the gain increased if the end polepieces
were adjusted to increase the intercepted currenti This ob-

servation hag been ver'ified in another experimL nt, in which a
small coil was applied to the drift tube,, near the input coup-
ler. The coil produced a transverse maignetic field causing a
deflection of the beam. The gain always increased when the
deflecting field was increased. This indicates that a heli-
cal dc-motion of the beam is significant -for the gain mecha

nt i sma.

It was me~ntioned in reference (11), that a large fraction of
the beam was intercepted on the drift tube when gain was ob-

serve More recent experimnents show thtt gain can also be
obtained with negligible current interception. This -fact

indicates that interception and secondary emission effects,
are not essential for the gain mechanismi

The theoretical part of reference (11) requires some correc-
tions. First, the expressions for the field components,

Eqs (5.1), should have opposite sign, and read

Kr - 2

E om Kx -2 2cs22
a- r r- (a- r0

00

Kr.2.

Er Ka2

y a 2- ro2(a2 -r 0 2 2

Kr0 
2

2 ~ (x sin 2- y cos 2)
(a r r0--
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In these equations, to6 is the radius of the spiralli g

motion of the dc4eafm, a is the radius of the drift tube,

x and y represent the transverse RF-displacement, and

K I /2t60v (5.2)

where 10 is the dc-dtrrent, and vO  is the axial dc-

velocity. The angle is determined by the dcrotatiofnta

frequency of the beam. in reference (1i) it was given as

However, due to the first terms on the right~hand side of
Eqs (5.1) the f rel uency of the stationary dc-motion is not

equal to w. , but is rather given by

1! 2 c Yc ma 2 r 2
0

Further, in reference (I), the second terms of Eqs (5,1)

were neglected, with the arigument that they represent a field

of rotational symmetry, independent of axial position, and

therefore can not give rise to cumulative interaction. How-

ever, these field components cause a decrease of the natural

frequency of the RF-motion, just as the first terms of

Eqs (5.1) cause a decrease of the frequency of the dc-motion.

The natural frequency of the RF motion is given by

W (W + 2 (5)-5) 4'

2 2 -c 1a-r

Since the two frequencies w1  an w2  are different, the

synchronization condition required for quadrupole field amp-

lification is not satisfied. It can be shown that all propa-

gating factors are purely imaginary, i.e. , no growing waves

exist. This means that the simple filamentary teem theory !s

not sufficient to explain the gain. There still is the
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possibility that space-charge forces in a finite diameter beam
may cause the two frequencies w1 and 2 to coincide. A
theoretical analysis of this problem appears to be very com
plicated.

5.2 Active- -structures

The experiments with the active structures were not success
ful. It was anticipated that the presence of the periodic
polepieces should have a negligible effect on the electron

beaim. This appeared not to be true. Even with zero pump

current the beam transmission was very low, so low that it
was impossible to perform any significant experiments. Elec-
tronic gain of a few db was observed when the pump field
was applied, and the voltage for which interaction occurred

was in good agreement with theory These are the only posi-
tive results obtained for the two-dimentional structure and

the structure of rotational symmetry. The quadrupole struc-

ture was somewhat more successful, Figure 5.1 shows the
measured electronic gain as a function of the pump current,

for a structure of 2,3,4 and 5 periods iength. A maximum

electronic gain of 8.4 db was observed for a structure 3
periods long. The saturation was correlated with increased
current interception. The voltage for which amplification

occurs is given by

V - 2  (5.6)e -

where m and e is the mass and charge of an electron,

respectively, fc is the cyclotron frequency and p is the

periodicity, which in our case was 6,157 mm.

We obtain

V = 160 volts (5.7)

The experimental value for maximwn gain is V = 165 volts.
The difference is probably due to rotational energy of the

electrons.
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The conversion of cyclotron waves to synchronous waves was
also observed. For 8 beam voltage of 35 volts and 6 pump

current of 30 MA a dip of 35 db was observed for the 3
periods structure. The fact that the dip was observed for a

beam voiLtge of 35 Volts whereas the theoreticsl value is

40 volts . indiotes that the interaction mechcnist. is not 6s

simple as predicted by the basit theory.

It can be Shown theoretically that if the structure operates

as an arplifier, a gain of 8 db is obtained when applying
the pump amplitude which corresponds to complete conversion

*of cyclotron waves to synchronous waves. This special pump

amplitude is determined by using the same structure as a con-

verting structure. According to Figure 5.1, the electronic

gain at 30 mA pump current was 6 db , rather than 8 db.

The rather uisuocessful experiments with the active structures

are not fully understood. The fact that the beam focusing is

poor even without pump field, indicates that the presence of
the thin iron polepieces has a profound effect on the motion

of the electrons, although measirements show that the pertur-
bation of the homogenemous field is very small. Although the

iron was properly demagnitized, some remanence may perhaps

play a role in the mechanism.

5.3 Passive structure-s

The passive structures are not so useful as the active struc-

tures !or investigation of basic interaction phenomena, be-

cause the pumrp amplitude can not be adjusted. For practical

applications, however, they may be of importance, because of

their simplicity. It appeared that the pssive structures

did notcause so much beam expansion as the active structures.

The three different passive structures described in Section

3.3.2 have been investigated, the periodicity, number of

periods, and p mp amplitude being varied. Also with these

structures the beam interception caused trouble, and satis-

factory operation of the amplifier could be obtained only for



special values of' the anode potentials. The systematic in"
vestigation of the structures was therefore impeded, and we

shall present here only Some results which are representative

for the measurements.

Due to the relatively high current interception~ measurement

of noise figure is no~t maanihgful. Also the current inter-

caption increased, rapidly if the signal level was increased.

8ffieincy measurements are therefore not very meaningful

The gain obtained uith some structures are given below-.

structure Quadrupole_ Two-dimensional -circular

Periodicity-- 5mm 5 mm 4mm

Number of periods 10 10 10

IExp 120 V 125 V 19,7 V

~Theor 106 V 106 V 17?

Beam Current ~ 44 5 4,AL35 /uA 325 /ui

Net gain 16.0 db 5.2 db 13.5 db

Electronic xp20. d1.0d 15.0 db

gain Tor 21.5- db 15. 5 db15.5 dtb

The experimental ejectronic gain i~s calculated on the basis

of the net gain and the transmission loss in the absence of
pump fields. The theoetca electronic gain is calculated

on the basis of the magnetic field amplitude measured by

Hall-effect probes, assuming a filam~nentery beam along the

axis of the drift tube. The gain of' a finite diameter beam

should be somrewhat larger, because the, pump amplitude in-
creases with distance from the axis.
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5*.4 Ma~n~etfe~fledeve~rsal and~strai£ ht__ uadrunole

An experiment was performed in which the magnetic field was
reversed at both ends of the drift tube. A synchronous wave

amplifying structure was mounted on the drift tube. The

structure is described in sections 3.1 and 3.3.1. It is a
straight quadrupole, the poles being made of thin plates of

iron., spaced by nonmagnetic material.

Without the quadrupole struoture the magnetic field ever-sais
caused very little beam interception, and a transmission loss

of 4 db was measuredi However, the presence of the pole-
pieces caused a prohibitive beam interception. Electronic

gain of 6 db was observed when applying pump current,

6 COI\CLUBLON

The experimental technique described in the present work re-
presents a flexible method for investigation of magnetostatic

pump structures. However, it appeared that the magnetic
structures caused unforeseen difficulties, in that the mere

presence of the magnetic polepieces gave rise to beam ex-
pansion. Since this problem is unique for magnetic struc-
tures, it would be better to perform the same experiments

with electrostatic structures. However, this requires a dif-

ferent and more complicated technology, since the drift tube
wall must be made of dielectric material. A method to avoid

electrostatic charging of the wall must therefore be devel-

oped.

A similar flexibility could be obtained with a demountable

vacuum system, However, for comparative experiments the
techniqaue used here has the advantage that the gun and fo-

cusing system are identical throughout the experiments. In

a demountable system the cathode has to be replaced after a

few experiments, and extreme accuracy is required in order to
assure that the alignment is the same for all experiments.



The beam expansion appears to be the major problem i dc-
pumped transverse wove tubes, nnd there seerrs to be little
correlationi between experiments and theory so fer. According
to theory, bast expansion should occur only for spesific beam
velocitiesi corresponin~g to synchronism between the electron
motion and the periodic fielId. However, beam expansion is
observed for almost any beam velocity. Due to beama expanision
and interception, many of the planned eperiments could niot
be perfor'med6 This applies in particular' to the nloise ffla-

surements. Because of the excess bearn spread due to the
presence of the polepieces, magnetic structures nr probably
riot suited for study of beam expansion and other funldamental.
phenomena it tran~sverse wave tubes. The use of electric
Str'uctures would require a more complicated or less flexible
t e chn ique. But basically all ext-eriments described iti the
present report can be performed with electric inlstea*d of
magnetic structures.
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Figure 3. Z Schemnatic drawing- of the passive strucres
R~ eriodic auadrupole (b) Two- dirfierbsional structure

cSructure producing a field of rotational symmetrY
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